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CHARACTERS:

1

Suker: Total Loser who is always full of anger and
complaint.
Suker’s girfriend: Love Suker a lot. and she is making the
financial income in their little family. She works hard for
their future but Suker do not love her, he onlytakes
advantages of her.
Hao:

Warm hearted/gentle/ positive person who is patient

Hao’s girlfriend: (could be web celebrities or guest
performer who has fans or influence)
Tiger: Cat as the camera perspective. It’s get abused by
Suker
General/Hitler: the other two cats belongs to Hao.
2

LOCATION 1 SCENE 1

SUKER’S HOUSE

2
BLACK

-camera in Tiger’s view
TIGER:
meow
(in pain)
BLACK

TO BLAKC&WHITE WITH VISION

-Tiger get out of box
SUKER:
Tut!
-Tiger quick get into box
-Suker is playing computer games and he seems impatient and
then rolling himself to reach the cat food.(fx:only see cat
food brighten and colorful)
-cellphone ring
(Suker heard and about to
fall)
SUKER:
Fuck!
SUKER’S GF:
Have you feed the cat yet?

(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

2.

SUKER:
Of course. Such a precious thing
for spending so much money, I have
to serve it well.
(ironic tune)
-Tiger get out of box\Suker reached the cat food and start
to use it throw in front of Tiger’s face(camera)
SUKER’S GF:
"Fine, come over here, quick. Uncle
Liu hates it when someone is late!
SUKER:
Just finish this round.
SUKER’S GF:
You... finish the hell round! Don’t
you know how great efforts that
I’ve done just for inviting him to
be here? Even if not for his sake,
can you PLEASE just think about our
future?(or "plan a little bit more
for our future?",it’s an social
occasion that girl work hard to
earned)
SUKER:
Plan? Is this your plan, having
dinner with that bald old man and
ignore me? dont cook for
me?("bypassing my alive? ")You
could simply make him happy(imply
sextual), the funds will be
available all the time for ya.
SUKER’S GF:
you, you such a wretch! What are
you mad for? You’d better take your
words back!
SUKER:
Why do I have to do what you ask me
to do? What if I dont!
SUKER’S GF:
Just come over, be quick! Or I
will...
-hang up sound

(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

3.
SUKER:
Humph, come over?

-Suker lighted up a cigarette,walk toward Tiger. Camera is
shaking
SUKER:
She ordered me to come over. Huh,
why the hell she could order me?
Hum? What do you think why? Huh.
-sound of tiger terrified and race of heart bit.(low
frequency)
-SUker use cigarette to abuse tiger,Flick the cigarette ash
onto the cat body. It hurts the cat’s eyes. The cat screams,
and cut cuker want to run but failed. he grabed cat and
scald cat’s eye.
CAMERA FROM BLACK AND WHITE TO
(heart bit increas)

DARK RED IN ONE EYE

-painful meow from tiger
CAMERA
3

WENT MORE GRAYNY

LOCATION 1 SCENE 2

AND

CLOSE EYELID

FX. WHILE GOING
DARK.

SUKER’S HOUSE

3
WHOEL DARK SCENE

-slightly light in dark fx
-door knocked sound\argue sound\weak meow sound
-light moves, sound of location changed,
(Hao quick rescue tiger and
took the box with him on the
way back)
-sound of tiger terrified and race of heart bit.(low
frequency)
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LOC 2

SCENE 1

HAO’S HOUSE

4
DARK WITH LITTE LIGHT

-sound of tiger terrified and race of heart bit.(low
frequency)
HAO[PLEASEINSERT\PRERENDERUNICODE{ÏIJŽ}INTOPREAMBLE]
Relax, IT’s okay, no one is gonna
hurt you.
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

4.

-sound of box open
HAO[PLEASEINSERT\PRERENDERUNICODE{ÏIJŽ}INTOPREAMBLE]
Ouch!calm down, calm down.
(in pain but gentle carefully
wipe cat’s eye)
-fx wipe and put medicine in cat’s eye
GREY VIEW TURN INTO BLACK AND WHITE
-Hao smile with scratches on his hand, and turn to right
dide
HAO:
Hey, Hitler, general. This buddy
was hurt seriously by the cruelty
of that pervert in the community
next to. Finally we save him. You
guys take care of him right? incase
some PTSD...(this line should be
humous one )
-wiping is 80% done. cat shakes free and hides under the
sofa, *rubs the ball (a Aid Organization) while passing by
HAO[PLEASEINSERT\PRERENDERUNICODE{ÏIJŽ}INTOPREAMBLE]
Oh, feel shy. Haw-haw.
-food can pushed in front of eyes
WHOLE
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LOCATION 3 SCENE 1

WORLD IS COLORFUL

HAO’S BATHROOM DELIGHT SCENE

5

-camera facing Hao on toilet
HAO:
Hey, Tiger. Can I have just a
little privacy?
-claw in frout for a sec, and then go back
HAO[PLEASEINSERT\PRERENDERUNICODE{ÏIJŽ}INTOPREAMBLE]
Hey, buddy. I’m talking with you,
can you just give me some reaction?
And you, and you.come on. dont
learn from him.
-one cat walk infrount of cam,another put claw on Hao’s
foot,
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

5.

HAO:
no wonder people say copycat.
-towels coverd the cam
DARK
-cat’s happy growl
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LOCATION 3 SCENE 2

6

-TIger carry a mouse on the bed.
Oh !
7

HAO:
TIGER!!!
(scared and angery)

LOC 3 SCE 3 PREVIEW FOR SCENE 5

7
BLACK

-sound over phone
HAO’S GF:
Nothing to be explained, that’s it.
-Hao light up cigerate
-Tiger on top of wardrobe, pushes a shoe box, the cigarette
is knocked.
HAO:
Enough!
-cat’s meow
-Hao use an black case towards cat, sound of cat’s heart
beat. and imply danger.
SCIGHT BLOCKED BY BLACK CASE
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LOC 2 SCENER 2

IN HAO’S HOUSE
(bonding moment)

8

-on sofa, pan to hao’s GF’s face
HAO’S GF
So, this is the small poor saved by
you and the Animal Protection
Association?

(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

6.

HAO[PLEASEINSERT\PRERENDERUNICODE{ÏIJŽ}INTOPREAMBLE]
-GF taking care of the wound.
Yep, it’s him.
HAO’S GF
But you get hurt, its it worthy?
HAO[PLEASEINSERT\PRERENDERUNICODE{ÏIJŽ}INTOPREAMBLE]
If it’s worthy for him, then it is.
HAO’S GF
Fool. Right, does he has a name?
HAO[PLEASEINSERT\PRERENDERUNICODE{ÏIJŽ}INTOPREAMBLE]
Not yet, can you give him one?
-scared by sound of bandage hide aside
HAO’S GF:
Hey? Still so shy with strangers.
Then, why not call him Tiger?? He
may be getting stronger if we keep
calling him Tiger.
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LOC 3 SCE 4

REVERISE OF SCENE 2

9

-TIger carry a mouse on the bed.and meow
HAO:
Oh ! What’s the... What do you
mean buddy?
(scared and angery)
-Hao use black cat language translation box towards Tiger
-plink, "idiot".
HAO:
TIGER!!!!
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LOC 3 SCE 5

10

-Tiger on top of wardrobe, pushes a shoe box, the cigarette
is knocked.
-cat meow

(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

7.
HAO:
hey, dude, you are having some
complaint too?

-cat’s meow
HAO:
What? Is our king going to teach me
how to make the girl happy again?
-cat meow /Hao use an black case towards cat.
-Plink, "prooo"
HAO[PLEASEINSERT\PRERENDERUNICODE{ÏIJŽ}INTOPREAMBLE]
Proposal? really?
-cat mewo walk to Hao, use head rub Hao’s hand.
HAO:
Enough, it’s not even close to play
time buddy.just leave me along.
-cat been push away, moew ,plink "prot ZZZ " machine goes
down sound
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LOC 3 SCENE 6

SAD SCENE

11

-*Tiger sit infrount of food can, TIger eat sound
-TIger sit indrount of tolet. other cat sound
-tiger see Hao and his girfriend back together
-new baby(sound of happy growl) Plink"CUuuuute"
THE CHANGE OF TIME, HAO AGAING(LENS IS THE CAT, CROUCHING
WITH SHAKING ITS TAIL, THE VISUAL EFFECT OF TIME FLOW)
-The last time, the lens does not lower its head (the cat
refuses to eat)
- The cat’s eyelids is drooping. Hao is in serious-looking,
rubbing the cat.
HAO:
Getting tried? just relax and take
a nap. dont worried, you’re in
home.
-The lens close hand.(try to rub)
COLORFUL TO

DARK

